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CHAPTER I 

STATEMENT OF AESTHETICS 

Perhaps Richard Hugo was thinking of William Carios Williams' poem, "Danse 

Russe," when he suggested that poetry is "the impulse to find and order those bits and 

pieces of yourself that can come out only in the most unguarded moments, in the wildest, 

most primitive phrases we shout alone at the mirror" (109). Williams' poem embodies 

Hugo's "unguarded moments." I agree with Hugo that emotion is important to a poem, 

as both a possible inspiration and as a desired resuh of reading a poem. However, 

focusing on finding and ordering that emotion in terms of accessible language, insightfiil 

line breaks, and music is how I compose my version of poetical tmth. In this way, my 

poetry tends to have more in common with Williams' poetry, consisting of simple 

language and everyday concrete images, than it does with Eliot's expressive poetry with 

its historical and literary allusions. 

Accordingly, I vsrite poems that are immediately accessible but also have the 

potential to create a memorable experience for the reader because of poetic artistry. 

Poems composed with accessible language invite the reader to take a deeper interest in 

the poem. By accessible language, I suggest everyday words chosen carefijUy for 

denotation and coimotation, arranged in a manner that, upon fiirther study, wall show an 

interest in language and sound. For example, WilUams' poem, "Queen-Arm's-Lace," 

takes advantage of accessible language to compare a woman and a field of Queen Arm's 

Lace. Williams writes in the first five lines: 



Her body is not so white as 
anemony petals nor so smooth - nor 
so remote a thing. It is a field 
of the wild carrot taking 
the field by force; 

The poem's diction stimulates an important tension in the poem: is the speaker 

comparing the woman to the flower, or the flower to the woman? The pronoun "her" in 

the first line can refer to either the woman or Queen Anne's lace. Williams continues this 

ambiguity, when he says, "It is a field" (3). Once again, the pronoun "if can relate to 

either of the two subjects. In this way, Williams turns this woman-as-flower metaphor on 

its head, by leaving the subject of the poem up to the reader. With pronouns, he employs 

a successflil tension that exists throughout the poem. Each sentence of the poem is 

composed of simple syntax using the verb "is" to create his metaphor, whereas other 

poets might have chosen to use stronger verbs. The language of "Queen-Anne's-Lace" is 

almost deceptively simple, but it still reveals the craft of the poet, and makes the 

experience more enjoyable for the reader. 

Although accessible language makes a poem more attractive to both the reader 

and the poet, it also engages the reader with the use of fresh language. By fresh 

language, I mean language used in unexpected ways, such as using a verb as a noun. The 

language in poetry should be familiar to the reader; however, uses of that language 

should not be mundane. For a poem to be successfiil, readers must leave the poem with a 

new perspective on the world. I offer the following lines from my poem, "Water 

Movement," as another example: 

The faucet's dull rumble, 
a thousand separate heartbeats. 



echoes each stranger 
who searched her body with sharp 
tongues and hands and left her 
adrift on rumpled sheets. (5-10) 

In these lines, the speaker hears not only the rush of water flowing from the faucet, but 

also the overlapping heartbeats of all the men she has slept with. The assonance in "dull 

rumble" coupled with "heartbeats" intensifies the hearts' lub-dub sound. I intended the 

language in these lines to surprise readers and to encourage them to read further. 

Line breaks are another integral aspect of beautiful poems. I usually break lines 

to coincide with syntax, to alter meaning, and for emphasis. In my poem, "When They 

Are Gone," I intend a line break effective for stretching meaning: "I'll be home. They'll 

leave / a bed of moss, freshly made—^not a twig / or leaf in hs fibers." (10-12). The break 

between lines ten and eleven splits the implication of "leave." The phrase "They'll 

leave" in line ten brings to mind the title of the poem, which emphasizes the future death 

of the speaker's parents. However, in line eleven, the phrase "a bed of moss, freshly 

made" opens up the idea. Although the parents may die, they will "leave" memories that 

will comfort the speaker when she becomes homesick. The different implications 

attempt to show, in this case, that death has two sides: one an unfortunate reality but also, 

due to memories of those that live on, no one tmly dies. Similar breaks applied 

successfiiUy throughout the poem should create a new and satisfying experience for the 

reader. 

Yet another function of the line break, which intensifies language, originates from 

Charles Olson's essay, "Projective Verse." The essay suggests that in free verse, breath 

should decide where a line breaks. Olson writes, "I take h that PROJECTTVE VERSE 



teaches, is, this lesson, that that verse will only do in which a poet manages to register 

both the acquisitions of his ear and the pressures of his breath" (175). I understand 

"breath" to refer not only to the physical pause for breath, but also to a mental pause, for 

meditation. That said, poets able to hear rhythm and locate their mental "breath" can 

dictate line breaks effectively as well as relate a clear voice in their poetry. 

My poetry can be differentiated from other poets in that it illustrates my own 

mental "breath" and poetic voice. For example, my poem, "Waiting," was originally the 

second stanza of a three-stanza prose poem, but the voice in the second stanza was more 

discernible. I chose to break the stanza into Imes that would intensify that voice. I tried 

longer lines at first, but I thought the shorter lines would slow readers dovm and allow 

them to feel the tension of waiting: 

wishing the man 
in the burgundy scarf 
would stand closer, 
wishing he 
were the one she waits for. (12-16) 

When I read the stanza as part of a prose poem, I always paused mentally on "he" 

because of the multiple meanings of that pronoun - a man, a lover, and even God - and I 

remembered that when I broke the lines. The Ime seems simple, but it lengthens the 

pause on "he" and in tum reveals my voice as I would like it to be heard. 

What is a poem without lyrical lines? This lyrical nature can come from the 

repetition of certain sovmds or metrical lines, and my poems make use of both. I prefer 

subtie music in alliteration, consonance, assonance, and slant rhyme over tme rhyme, 

because they are more surprising to me as a reader. Sometimes when I read a poem, I 



find it satisfying to the ear, and only after several readings do I realize that the 

satisfaction comes from subtle rhyme and repetition. Although the poet is conscious of 

rhyme. I consider rhyme most effective when it has an almost unconscious effect for the 

reader. I offer the first stanza of my poem, "Ripening," as an effective example of 

alliteration and assonance: 

Barefoot, I weed rocks from the rows. 
Damp clumps of earth crumbling 
Under the rake. The reverberation of metal 
On stone is years ago, my grandma's 
Rear in the air as she pounds away 
With her short-handled hoe. (1-6) 

The repetition of the "r" and "k" sound as well as the long "o" sound pulls the stanza 

together and is more rewarding to me than end rhyme. Although, I avoid end rhyme 

completely in this stanza, I have several formal poems that do make use of end rhyme, as 

it is part of the form, but I try to mask the rhyme with the use of the musical techniques I 

mentioned earlier. 

For me the most appealing aspect of poetry is the underlying reason poets put pen 

to paper: the search for tmth, the distillation of experience that satisfies the questions that 

people ask about the nature of their conscious and unconscious lives. Poets seek tmth 

within human nature, nature itself, or the supematural. The poem that does not relate 

some tmth to its readership has failed to be a good poem—^has failed to be a poem. 

Elizabeth Bishop approaches the content of her poetry as a spectator, distancing herself 

from the poem in a search for tmth. The poem, "Sandpiper," in Bishop's Questions of 

Travel, is one example of tmth-seeking. 



In "Sandpiper," the speaker watches the shore bird from a distance, commenting 

on its frantic mnning up and down the beach: 

The roaring alongside he takes for granted, 
and that every so often the world is bound to shake. 
He nms, he runs to the south, finical, awkward, 
in a state of controlled panic, a student of Blake. 

The beach hisses like fat. On his left, a sheet 
of intermpting water comes and goes 
and glazes over his dark and brittle feet. 
He runs, he runs straight through it, watching his toes. 

— Watching, rather, the spaces of sand between them, 
where (no detail too small) the Atlantic drains 
rapidly backwards and downwards. As he mns, 
he stares at the dragging grains. 

The world is a mist. And then the world is 
minute and vast and clear. The tide 
is higher or lower. He couldn't tell you which. 
His beak is focused; he is preoccupied, 

looking for something, something, something. 
Poor bird, he is obsessed! 
The millions of grains are black, white, tan and gray, 
mixed with quartz grains, rose and amethyst. 

Is the sandpiper searching for the answers under his feet? According to the speaker, the 

"contioUed panic" (4) of the sandpiper results from the bird being "a student of Blake" 

(4), a specific allusion to the first stanza of Blake's "Auguries of Innocence": 

To see a World in a Grain of Sand, 
And Heaven m a Wild Flower, 
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand. 
And eternity in an hour (1-4). 

This reference, to what "student[s] of Blake" call the sublime, cues the reader that this 

poem reveals much more than the "finical" (3) actions of a sandpiper. The speaker 



misreads the sandpiper's actions, thinking that he watches the "spaces of sand between" 

(9) "his toes'" (8) and sees the "Worid in a Grain of Sand." With this misinterpretation, 

the speaker reveals his or her search for tmth within the "dragging grains." When the 

speaker describes the sandpiper, she is really fuming inward and looking for the tmth in 

herself At the end of the poem, the "rose and amethyst" (20) grains of "quartz" (20) 

satisfy the speaker's curiosity for tmth. Although she does not discuss what tmth is on 

the mind of the speaker. Bishop reveals that the search for tmth can be satisfied. 

This speaker's misreading of the sandpiper allows the speaker to see the tmth 

through the sandpiper, thus relaying the tmth to the reader. As the speaker reads the 

sandpiper to be "student of Blake" (4), the sandpiper becomes the vehicle through which 

the speaker and Bishop's mind are revealed. In addition. Bishop's repetition of "he mns" 

throughout the first three stanzas not only mimics the movement of the bird, but also 

reinforces the notion that he, or rather the speaker, is "obsessed" (18). In this same way, 

the repetition of "something" in the seventeenth line shows the speaker's one-track 

mind— t̂he search for the barely perceptible. Bishop's success as a poet stems in many 

ways from the distance between herself and the content of her poetry because it allows 

her to come to terms with being human. 

Poets must distance themselves from their poetry in order for it to be successful. 

A poet caimot relate a tmth within the lines of a poem if he or she is too close to the 

subject matter of the poem, which is why I like to let a poem rest in a notebook on a shelf 

for a while, between revisions. In this way, I gain some perspective on what I am trying 

to say and am able to look at the poem in a critical light. 



However, in the course of working on this collection of poems, I discovered that 

eliciting the help of other poets is often much more helpful than letting time pass. My 

poetry professors and fellow poets are more objective than I can be when reading my 

work, and they can advise me what is or is not working in a particular poem. My 

professors and fellow poets all have different poetic ideals, and the suggestions they 

make in and out of the classroom provide me with many ideas for revision. It can be 

surprising what my professors and peers observe in my work that I do not see myself 

When I revise, I tend to focus on the elements that make up my poetical tmth. 

For example, I often alter the syntax in my poetry to make it more accessible to my 

readers. Sometimes I use commas to add modifying phrases to a sentence, which often 

creates an unintentional ambiguity. Improving line breaks is also an important part of my 

revision process. I modify them to emphasize meaning, certain words, or the musical 

quality of a line. Perhaps the most vital part of revision is reworking my poems to 

heighten the lyrical quality. For example, in an earlier version of "Guilt," Dr. Poch 

commented on the last few lines, saying they were "less than lyrical." In my effort to 

establish a meter for the poem, I had ignored the musical qualify, allowing the regularity 

of the meter to work against the poem. Other elements I work on during the revision 

process include improving the tension throughout a poem, clarifying content, and 

creating a sense of discovery within a poem. The poems that follow are the result of 

reading poetry, accepting helpful criticism, and constant revision. 



CHAPTER 2 

POEMS 



Commencement 

We live in concrete boxes, our only bliss 
The final days of skipping class. We flee 
Nightmares: the ball and chain of business 
Coupled with wrinkles and graying hair. We plead 
In late night break-ups, thinking Am I sorry? 
Head-tiips to five-year plans of marriage - tme 
To principles that father preaches - and starry-
Eyed kids who never sleep. Only a few 
Unwilling brides ever escape the apple 
Of tmth, ripe as God's own mind. We sigh. 
Weary of flirting with father's friends, and grapple 
With mother's nurture complex. One last goodbye 
Among friends at the local bar: when college 
Life ends, the slow and painful slip of knowledge. 
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Ripening 

Barefoot, I weed rocks from the rows. 
Damp clumps of earth crumbling 
Under the rake. The reverberation of metal 
On stone is years ago, my grandma's 
Rear in the air as she pounds away 
With her short-handled hoe. 

Grandma worked the tomato patch 
As if the rocks needed tending. 
The clanks and dings mingling 
With the goat's cry for the untamed 
Honeysuckle, just out of reach. 
Sometimes we pulled the woven tangle 
Closer to the fence, allowing the goat 
A taste of the yellow petals 
And the coils of vine. 

Grandma's plants never nurtured 
The tomatoes, near-to-bursting 
As she desired. And she didn't question 
Her routine with the hoe, 
Even after the honeysuckle 
Began pouring into the garden. 

Once, she grabbed my leg 
And squeezed, her fingers 
Leaving indentations in the flesh. 
Seeming to test the quality 
Of my father's produce 
And the limits of ripening fmit. 

I stare over the barren rows, 
the mounded soil that may never sprout, 
and the crows that echo, like my memories, 
from the sycamore on the hill, 
and I consider the possibility of red. 
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On the Porch 

We listen to the wind rolling 
over the highest trees on the ridge, 
and inhale the sweet of mown grass 
wafting through the railing. 
Within the hour, the contented eyes 
of my parents will close out 
the afternoon light, and their heads 
will slowly drop to their shoulders. 

As they nap, I'll continue to sway, 
the swing softly protesting the effort, 
as the deer in the field draw closer 
to the felled apples, though conscious 
of the metallic creak on the air 
and the storm clouds drifting closer each day. 

To forget the wrinkled leaves 
and swollen skies of winter? 
Or keep in mind how the cold wind 
will rip at us as we huddle in our skin? 

My thoughts trail the hummingbird's path, 
as he flits from the tmmpet vine to the mimosa 
to the fuchsia. Winter will come. 
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When They Are Gone 

I'll wander the inclines of a Termessee ridge, 
the sharp angles of gray-green shale 
and the slopes covered in the oily, red-golden 
foliage of autumn. The view will guide 
me forward, clenching at saplings and trunks, 
rough with age and dying vines. A stump 
may crumble under my grasp, and I'll slide 
though shades of brown. Digging my fingers into dirt, 
I'll climb into a clearing, leaves faintly mstiing 
in the circling trees, and I'll be home. They'll leave 
a bed of moss, freshly made—not a twig 
or leaf in its fibers. The earth scent lives 
in my parent's house, the winter sunlight, 
and the warmth of a fire of dry mossy logs. 
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Eschatology 

The broken light from moming clouds reforms 
on barren limbs. The crows reclaim the trees 
and watch in silence. The rifle sways as he walks 
into range of the target. I trail father's steps 
through grass - a sickly green - and the air absorbs 
my fog of breath. I seep within the folds 
of my coat, the chill numbing my face. He aims, 
finger steady on the trigger. Hands cupped 
over ears and eyes sealed, I imagine the moment 
stretched to infinity. 

He touches my shoulder 
and gives me the length of polished wood and metal. 
My stomach churning lead, I seek the orange 
center, breathe in deep and hesitate. 
My body, wide open to the blast of sound, 
recoils. The rifle falls from my palms. I witness 
his mouth's reaction, perhaps complaining of scuffs, 
but I only sense the intense ringing, a discordant 
whine, resonant in the air and in my bones. 
Will we be able to hear God's voice? 

14 



Disintegration 

I remember how blood dripped 
around the shale that lodged in her knee. 
Tears in her wrinkles, she must have tripped 
over a root concealed in leaves and debris. 
We hobbled downhill through the field to the house, 
and the drive to the hospital was quiet for once. 
Her steely eyes were wide, and I doubt 
she knew how much she'd lost with the blood. 
As we sat in the waiting room, I noticed 
a glob of raspberry jam on her sweater, 
and a surge of heat prickled my neck 
and face for having yelled at her 
for smearing jam on the countertop 
instead of her toast. I found a tissue 
in my purse and wiped the evidence 
away. She looked me in the eye and smiled. 
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A Father's Love 

Or the knowledge of it, roams unseen along 
Limb-shadowed roads heading west 
In search of a woman lost in the panhandle. 
It listens for whispers of prayer on the northwest 
Wind and rises into the gray of a forming 
Thundercloud. Aware that she awaits 
Each storm like a telephone call from home. 
The first winds stir the dust like passing 
Footsteps and soon droplets fall 
Splattering her face, cooled by the unexpected 
Spice of decaying leaves and evergreen. 
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North Star 

Outside my window 
tonight, the city 
glows orange 
and the stars 
are lost in the sky. 
But if I peek 
between the blinds, 
the stieetlamps 
become stars 
and I am holding 
my father's hand 
as he points out 
the North Star. 
And I twirl 
around his finger 
for direction. 

17 



Single Detail 

I watch from my chair 
As he bends to pick 
Up the book he dropped. 
Something by Blake. 

His jeans mold tightly 
To his butt, and I 
Sit up for the view. 
Nice.. .but his wallet -

Bursting with receipts. 
Pictures of family. 
Phone numbers written 
On scraps of colored 
Paper, and no cash -

Disturbs the symmetry. 
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At Your Grandmother's House 

Since you're out of town, you tell me to spend the night 
at your grandmother's house, where you grew up. I look at the rooms, 
as I would fish that ripple with the reflection of water and glass. 

Your grandmotiier studies the photos 1 took of our trip 
to the canyon. She marvels at the red earth and asks if you 
talk about your mom. I long for signs of you in this house. 

The high school pictures of you and your brother, mere heads, 
are tilted over the mantle. When she isn't looking, I smooth the doily 
imder a snapshot of you and yovw father alongside an old car. 

Beside the tapestry, she said your grandfather brought back 
from the war, rest tiny spoons from Virginia Beach. I grab a soda 
from the refiigerator, knowing you would want something sweet. 

After your grandmother says, good night, and I dim the light, 
I see constellations in the plastic stars on your bedroom ceiling. 
Your action figures watch the bed and I drift off to sleep. 

In the moming, her sausage hisses through the vent under the bed. 
When I tum over, I am face to face with your grandmother; 
Her face is wrinkled and smiling and hopeful. 

19 



Blackbirds 

He arrived with the blackbirds. 

And every day I watched the dark mass 
Eddy and flow over the sweet gum 
In the backyard, each vacant limb 
Eager to hear the babble of gracious 
Chatter from the preening visitors. 

As I stood at the window 
His arms would clasp me from behind. 
Surround my shoulders. He mbbed 
His rough chin on my neck, my skin 
Roused with the msh of current. 

He spoke in whispered tones 
About feeling an invisible force 
Coursing through muscle 
And seeping into his bones. 

This moming I awoke to silence. 

Now I look to the sweet gum. 
Its desolate branches point to the ground 
Rather than God. Encircled by gneirled 
Seeds and crackled leaves, I realize how frail 
It has become as if the wind could detach 
Its weakened roots from the earth. 

20 



Heat 

You said sand had to be pure 
to make glass. Sensing the clarity 
of my fair skin, you leaned 
into my body. And I knew 
you wanted to make glass. 

You held your breath and entered, 
shadows clinging to your eyes. 
Consider how intense heat 
transforms silica into liquid 
to be molded into shape. 
I wanted to lie motionless 
until our bodies cooled, 
but you noticed the rose tint 
of my curves. The heat of naked thighs 
became only crimson-stained sheets. 
You went to wash up and retumed, 
your fingers insensitive 
to the fragility of cooling forms. 

21 



Water Movement 

In the scrubbed white tub 
she lets her head submerge 
xmtil the water laps 
the comers of her mouth and eyes. 
The faucet's dull rumble, 
a hundred separate heartbeats, 
echoes each sfranger 
who searched her body with sharp 
tongues and hands and left her 
adrift on rumpled sheets. 

Once, 
on a shaded riverbank, a boy 
tickled her belly and thighs 
with a willow limb 
and she opened for him. 
And what was piercing 
became slow and undulating -
the rippling sheen of wind on water. 
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Portrait of a Woman in Nature 

She walks the gravel road with a msty hip 
Grinding, the occasional unstable rock 

Intermpting the double beat in each second step. 
She hopes to meet the neighbors on their walk. 

For a chat about doctor's visits, raindrops 
In the forecast, or the latest backache. 

Instead, a salute of trees shadows the road. 
The gurgling creek wanders parallel 

And a blanket of petals falls like snow. 
In this scene, she forgets the gray swells 

Of gnats, the sweat dripping down her backbone. 
The lack of cartilage for many miles. 

Here she sees fairies, tiny butterflies. 
In inconstant flutter above the wild violets 

Interspersed on the grassy roadside. 
For a moment, those blue-dusted wings flit. 

Curving aroimd her hips, cross the creek and rise. 
Dispersing with the retum of her grit. 
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Guih 

I sat across from you on the front porch, 
the Scrabble board between us. Reclining, a king 
in the handmade chair, you smoked and watched 
the dust from passing msty tmcks billow along. 
I stmggled with tiles, white with radiance, 
like the houses or bams on the distant ridge, 
bleaching my mind of words containing x. 
The phone rang and you slipped inside 
to answer it. I exchanged tricky tiles 
for consonants I could wrangle. My words 
intertwined like vines on your arrival 
and yours wilted in the sunlight. Tired 
of the mse, you mbbed the whiskers on your chin. 
I cringed when you rose and said, You win. 

24 



The Proper Distance 

I write of purple hills in Tennessee, 
the gurgling creek winding outside my window, 
and the scent of honeysuckle in sleep. I ache 
to tum redbuds and msty plows into poetry, 
with the whistle in the whippoorwill's throat. 
I wheelchair untimely emotions away 
to distant realms with clocks that chime iambic 
with every line of broken metaphor. 
And ravens that fly with a less than lyrical phrase. 
To keep it well occupied - Sans 
the grief of an empty page. 

25 



Elrod Falls 

With a half-rotten railing to steady 
our advance along the slick path, 
Lily and I step around earth 
churned by the latest flock of tourists 
onto dry rocks and solid patches 
of grass left untouched. 

Concerned we could get in trouble 
for trespassing since the falls 
are closed for the day, Lily 
scouts ahead through a hole in the gate. 

She retums with a cocked smile. 
We are alone with the waterfalls 
as Lily said, except 
for a neon flip-flop. 
I dip my toes in and out of the water 
like tea bags, not tmsting to jump 
head-first into the spring-fed chill 
as Lily did. Knee-deep in murky water, 
I spot the curve of a snake 
sunning on a nearby rock. 
The algae-painted bottom gives way. 

Gasping from the splash, 
I call out for Lily, 
eyeing the surface for scales. 
All that's left is the path 
she shaped through weeds. 
I unagine the snake watching 
as I drag dead leaves from my hah". 

A flash of red 
and Lily's on higher ground, 
halfway up the root stairs. 
I watch her balance on muddy soles 
and choose my own path. 
I scramble up green-slick boulders 
and admire the sunlight 
through the curtain of water, 
breaking into fans as it hits 

26 



the smooth stones below. 

Lily yells Snake! in my direction. 
I look to find her mouth wide, 
and her eyes sharpening in the mist. 
Footing lost, I slide down to smooth stones 
and land on my back, breathless. 
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Monster 

I crawl toward the mirror 
and look into it like a stream. 
Imagine ripping my heart 
out between broken ribs 
and listening to its beat; 
Feeling its heat in the brown 
irises of my eyes, 
in the roots of my teeth. 
It's like a view of hell 
in a magic eight ball. 
But my wide eyes 
remain unblinking, waiting 
for the beast to appear. 
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Break of Day 

The monotone of coffee 
and smack of newspaper 
veils the moming. 
I wash my cereal bowl, 
forks and knives, 
and feel the points of argument 
left unfinished. I ask 
for his coffee cup. 

He hurls the stained 
mug mto the kitchen. 
It hits the tile 
with a ceramic ting, 
and recoils 
with a lukewarm 
splatter of brown, 
without shattering, 
but leaves a deep 
crescent in the floor. 

The house reverberates 
with the slammed door. 
I wring a wet towel, 
wipe the coffee 
off my face and floor 
and feel the depression, 
incredulous at its smiling edges. 
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The Neighbor 

Some days he wears his guilt like a uniform 
With stiff and starched threads reeking cologne 
Or his secretary's perfimie, keeping him tall. 
I hear him through the plaster - the silent storm 
While his wife is home, and the echoing moans 
When she's in Dallas. I met him in the hall 
Taking out his trash and we knew we knew. 
One week the blonde, then the bmnette, never alone 
But what to say? I melt into the wall 
When his wife walks by, to escape her view. 
My unreasoned guilt, his gall. 
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Narcissus 

You suggest the park, 
slipping my old sketchbook 
Into my bag, and I remember 
I sketched you at the park 
on our first date. I think. 
Maybe he is trying. Maybe 
He wants this to work. 
I slice chicken 
Salad on wheat 
Into perfect triangles. 

We smooth the quilt 
Over clumps of wildflowers. 
The giggles of children on swings 
Blends into the geese on the pond. 
I pull the sketchbook 
and sandwiches out of my bag. 

You tum the sketches 
Page by page. 
You glance over loose shapes. 
Grinning at awkward noses 
And ill-proportioned limbs. 
I chew my sandwich. 
Watching the edges of shade 
Waver on blades of grass. 

A portrait of you - your arched 
Shoulders and dripping hair emerge 
From the water - 1 dreamed up 
After a sexless day at the lake 
Makes you pause, then tum the page. 

The empty page glows 
Red in the setting sun. I roll 
Charcoal in moist palms, 
Waiting for your pose -
You circle once, 
A tom eyeing his prey. 
And stretch on your belly. 
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You pick a single poppy. 
Paper-thin petals 
Trembling with your breath. 
Your eyes on the red. 

I work quickly with the back and forth 
Of black. My fingers smudge 
And hesitate: the light 
Lost below the horizon. 
Your nose in wrinkled silhouette 
At my coarse lines. 
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Suppose 

Suppose you bring a stranger home 
for drinks, and he gives you a pill 
and you lose all feeling in your fingertips. 

As you lick his ear 
he melts into snow and crocus. 
In a fit of panic, you capture 
all the snow in a vase. You watch gravity 
push the white into water, 
which you drink. 

Nine months later, after the crocus 
has long withered away, you give birth 
to a mass of yam. Your mother, 
there for the delivery, winds the threads 
on her arm and crochets a throw. 

Would you WTap yourself in the filigreed yams? 
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Waiting 

Shivering, she stands 
in line for tickets 
to Waiting for Godot -
the next escape 
from mindless meetings 
with coffee over coffee, 
from slow traffic heading home, 
and scmbbing 
the mildewed tub. 
She stamps her feet 
and mbs her hands 
wishing the man 
in the burgundy scarf 
would stand closer, 
wishing he 
were the one she waits for. 
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